EASILY & SECURELY RECYCLE OLD IT EQUIPMENT!

Is your office and closet cluttered with old IT equipment and devices?

Do you want to declutter your office space and dispose of old IT equipment stashed in cubicles, copier areas or server rooms? Do you want to recover space in your closets? If the answer is “YES,” but you’re not sure how to properly dispose of those items, look to Iron Mountain!

Did you know that equipment is classified as electronic waste, or E-waste? In fact, Canada's e-waste average was 3.3 times higher than the worldwide average of 12.5 pounds per person. This is largely because people don’t know how or where to recycle, or they think it will be too time consuming.

ADVANTAGES:

With Iron Mountain’s on-call service, your obsolete and unnecessary office equipment will be properly processed and recycled in compliance with environmental requirements and e-Stewards standards, and you’ll receive an audit report with details about your assets for audit and compliance regulations.

WHAT YOU GET:

› Simple pricing – per asset fee plus logistics

› The price includes pick-up, shipping and recycling by a trusted, secure Iron Mountain vehicle and employee.

› Includes a Certificate of Recycling and detailed audit report

EASY AND GREEN: DOING IT THE ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY WAY

With Iron Mountain, you can be sure that none of your e-waste is exported, landfilled or incinerated. During the e-Stewards recycling process, your equipment will be managed in ways that reduce greenhouse gas emissions, cut pollution and save energy and resources.

TALK TO YOUR DRIVER IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN ITAD SERVICE.
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